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Consider the string matching problem where differences between characters of the pattern 
and characters of the text are allowed. Each difference is due to either a mismatch between a 
character of the text and a character of the pattern or a superfluous character in the text or a 
superfluous character in the pattern. Given a text of length n, a pattern of length m, and an 
integer k, we present an algorithm for finding all occurrences of the pattern in the text, each 
with at most k differences. It runs in U(m + nk*) time for an alphabet whose size is fixed. For 
general input the algorithm requires O(m log m +nk*) time. In both cases the space 
requirement is U(m). io 1988 Academic Press. Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In the problem of pattern matching in strings (e.g., as discussed in Knuth, 
Morris, and Pratt [KMP-771) one is interested in finding all occurrences of a 
pattern in a text. We consider the problem of string matching with k differences 
(the k-differences problem for short), in which the input consists of two strings: 
a pattern of length m and a text of length n (n 2 m) and an integer k 2 0, and the 
output is all occurrences of the pattern in the text with at most k differences. 
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We distinguish three types of differences. 
(a) A character of the pattern corresponds to a different character of the text. 
In this case we say that there is a mismatch between the two characters. 
(b) A character of the pattern corresponds to “no character” in the text (an 
insertion). 
(c) A character of the text corresponds to “no character” in the pattern (a 
deletion). 
These are illustrated in the following example. 
EXAMPLE. Let the text be abcdefghi, the pattern bxdyegh, and k = 3. There is an 
occurrence with three differences that starts at the second location of the text, given 
by the following correspondence between bcdefgh and bxdyegh. 
1. b (of the text) corresponds to b (of the pattern), 
2. c to x, 
3. d to d, 
4. nothing to y, 
5. e to e, 
36. f to nothing, 
7. g to g, 
8. h to h. 
The correspondence can be illustrated as follows, 
lbxdye ghl 
albcd efghli. 
This correspondence has three differences, in positions 2,4, and 6. 
The k-differences problem should be distinguished from the easier problem of 
string matching with k mismatches (the k-mismatches problem ‘for short). The 
k-mismatches problem is to find all occurrences of the pattern in the text with at 
most k differences of type (a), where differences of type (b) or (c) are not allowed. 
Ivanov [I-85] gave an algorithm for this problem, whose running time is linear in 
m and n but which grows very rapidly as function of k. In [LV-86b] we gave an 
O(k(m log m + n)) algorithm for the k-mismatches problem. 
The k-differences problem arises when one needs to analyze situations where the 
data is not completely reliable. Consider a situation where the strings that are the 
input for the problem contain errors and one still needs to find all possible 
occurrences of the pattern in the error-free version of the text. The errors may 
include a character being replaced by another character, a character being omitted, 
or a superfluous character being inserted. If one knows a bound on the number of 
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errors, this reduces this problem to the k-differences problem. Applications of the 
k-differences problem in molecular biology are discussed in [LVN-863. Sankoff and 
Kruskal [SK-831 give a comprehensive review of applications of the k-differences 
problem. 
We give two versions of a new algorithm for the k-differences problem, designed 
for random access machines (RAM) [AHU-741. The first version, which has a 
simpler implementation, runs in O(m2 + nk2) time and requires O(m*) space. The 
second version needs O(m log m + nk2) time and O(m) space. One can reduce this 
time bound to a bound linear in m for a fixed alphabet size. 
Both these algorithms consist of a pattern-analysis and a text-analysis. The 
pattern-analysis takes as input the pattern A and computes a matrix MAX- 
LENGTH(i, j) for 0 < i, j < m - 1, where MAX-LENGTH(i, j) denotes the 
maximum length of a substring starting at the i + 1 th position of the pattern A that 
agrees with a substring starting from the j + 1 th position of A. The text-analysis is 
given as input the pattern A, text T, and matrix MAX-LENGTH and computes all 
occurrences in the text having 6 k differences with the pattern A. In both versions 
the text-analysis takes O(nk2) time. The pattern-analysis in the first version of the 
algorithm takes O(m2) time. In the second version it takes O(m) time when the size 
of the alphabet is fixed. If the alphabet of the pattern contains x (x < m) letters then 
it is easy to adapt pattern-analysis to run in time O(m log x). 
Despite its slower asymptotic running time, the first version has some advantages 
compared to the second version. It is simpler and easier to program. In addition, it 
is useful whenever the time for the text-analysis dominates the computation time. 
There are a few realistic possibilities where this happens: 
1. The pattern is known in advance and we have plenty of time to analyze it. 
2. m is sufficiently small with respect to n. Specifically, m = o(k A). 
3. The same pattern has to be matched with different texts and m is 
sufficiently small with respect to the sum of the lengths of these texts. 
The case k = 0 of the k-differences problem is the extensively studied string 
matching problem. There are a few notable algorithms for the string matching 
problem: linear time serial algorithms ([BM-77, GS-83, KMP-77, KR-871 (a 
randomized algorithm) and [V-85]) and parallel algorithms ([G-84, V-851). None 
of these algorithms can cope with the k-differences problem. 
There has been some previous work on the k-differences problem. A simple 
O(mn)-time dynamic programming algorithm for the k-differences problem was 
given independently in nine different papers; these are discussed and referenced in 
Sankoff and Kruskal [SK-831. Note that our algorithms are asymptotically faster 
than the dynamic programming algorithm only if k2 = o(m). For the k-differences 
problem, Ukkonen [U-85] presents an interesting algorithm whose pattern- 
analysis takes exponential time. The algorithm runs in time O(m(CI G + n) and 
requires 0(( ICI + m)G) space, where 1Z;1 is the size of the alphabet and 
G =min(3”, 2klC(k mkc’). P re p recessing of the pattern takes O(mlZ1 G) time. Then 
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analysis of the text takes O(n) time. However, the space and time requirements 
for preprocessing the pattern makes this algorithm impractical, in general. (For 
comparison, the space requirement of our first version is O(m*) and that of the 
second is O(m).) 
Our algorithm uses some of the ideas of Ukkonen [U-83] together with the 
general framework of Knuth, Morris, and Pratt [KMP-771. 
This paper contains the main result of our conference paper [LV-851. That paper 
also contains an exceedingly simple algorithm for string matching with one dif- 
ference, which is not included here. In a later paper [LV-86a] we developed a new 
parallel algorithm for solving the k-differences problem that also leads to a new 
sequential algorithm. The sequential algorithm of [LV-86a] runs in O(m + nk) time 
for an alphabet whose size is fixed and requires O(m log m + n(log m + k)) time for 
input with unbounded alphabet size. In both cases the space requirement is 
O(m +n). For general input the algorithm given here is not slower (in order of 
magnitude) than the later algorithm [LV-86a] when k* is O(logm) and is even 
asymptotically faster when k* = o(log m). For an alphabet whose size is fixed the 
latter algorithm is asymptotically faster than the algorithms given here. The 
algorithm of this paper is interesting for two main reasons. (1) For some cases it is 
still asymptotically faster then the later algorithm, as specified above. (2) It 
represents a different algorithmic approach for the k-differences problem, where at 
each time we search for a match starting at only one location of the text. 
Section 2 presents the text-analysis part of the algorithm for the k-differences 
problem. Section 3 presents the pattern-analysis part. Both Sections 2 and 3 discuss 
the first version of the algorithm only. The second version is given in Section 4. 
2. ANALYSIS OF THE TEXT 
The input to the text-analysis consists of the following: 
(a) The pattern: An array A = u,, . . . . a,,. 
(b) The text: An array T= t,, . . . . t,,. 
(c) An integer k 3 0. 
(d) The output of the pattern-analysis: The two-dimensional array MAX- 
LENGTH [O, . . . . m - 1; 0, ..,, m - 11. MAX-LENGTH (i, j) =f means that uj+, , . . . . 
uj+f= U ,+ 17 ..‘9 a,+./, and alffil f~,+~+,. In words, if one places the s&ix of the 
pattern starting at ai+, over ‘the suflix of the pattern starting at a,+, , then MAX- 
LENGTH (i, j) is the longest exact match of prefixes of these two suffixes. 
Output of the text-analysis: All occurrences with d k differences of the pattern in 
the text. We start with a very high-level description of the text-analysis algorithm. 
The algorithm consists of n -m + k iterations. At iterations i a procedure named 
CHECK checks whether an occurrence of the pattern with <k differences starts at 
position i+ 1 of the text. 
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The Text-Analysis Algorithm 
for i:=O to n-m+k do 
begin 
Apply procedure CHECK 
end 
The rest of this section is devoted to three realizations of procedure CHECK. We 
first give two easier realizations, which are based on known ideas, and then describe 
our new technique. The first realization, CHECK - 1, given in Subsection 2.1, is 
based on a simple dynamic programming algorithm [SK-831. The second 
realization, CHECK - 2, given in Subsection 2.2, is based on the work of Ukkonen 
[U-83]. It follows the same dynamic programming computation in a slightly 
different way which is also used in our new realization. These two realizations do 
not use the pattern-analysis precomputation which is item (d) of the input to the 
text-analysis. Subsection 2.3 gives the new realization CHECK - 3. 
2.1. Dynamic Programming Realization of CHECK - 1 
At each iteration i for 0 6 i < n -m + k we construct a m + k + 1 by m + 1 matrix 
D(j) (in short D) whose entries Dj:j. (in short D,,j) count the minimum number of 
differences between the strings a,, . . . . a, and ti+ i, . . . . ti+ i. If D,, j d k, for at least one 
j, m -k <j < m + k, then we conclude that there is an occurrence with at most k 
differences starting at t,+ , . 
Procedure CHECK - 1 
The following algorithm computes the matrix D 
Initialization DO,O := 0 
for allj, 1 <j<m+k, D,j:=j 
for all 1, 1 <f<m, D,,:=l, 
for I:= 1 to m do 
forj:=l tom+kdo 
D,,j:=min(D,_,,j+l;D,,j-,+l;D,~,,j~l if a/=ti+j or D,-,,j-l+l 
otherwise) 
(D,,j is the minimum of three numbers. These numbers are obtained from the 
predecessors of D,, j on its column, row, and diagonal, respectively.) 
od 
od 
for j:=m-k to m+k do 
if D,, j d k 
then print* An occurrence with < k differences of the pattern starts at ti+ i * 
od 
Complexity analysis of CHECK - 1. Each application of CHECK - 1 takes 
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O(m’) time. (This is since it does not make sense to have k>m.) Therefore, the 
running time of the text-analysis algorithm is O(nm’). The algorithm as stated uses 
O(m2) space, since the matrix D is computed separately at each iteration. In fact the 
algorithm is easily modified to use O(m) space, since during each iteration only two 
rows D,., and D, ,,i for 0 6 j d m + k need to be stored at any time. 
2.2. Modified Dynamic Programming Realization CHECK - 2[U-831 
Ukkonen [U-83] found a more efficient way to compute the matrix D. Let the 
iteration i be fixed. By diagonal d of the matrix D we mean all entries D,. j such that 
d= j-l. (Here -k<ddk.) 
LEMMA 1 [U-83]. For every I, j, D,,, - D,- ,, jp, is either zero or one. 
This lemma simplifies the recursion in the inner loop of CHECK - 1 to 
D if a,=ti+i 
LJ Min(D,~,,j+I,D,,j-~+l,D,~~.i~l+~, if U,#ti+j. 
In addition it can be used to store the information of the matrix D in a more 
compact way. For a number of differences e and a diagonal d, let L,, denote the 
largest row I such that D,, i = e and D,, j is on diagonal d. Note that this implies that 
there are e differences between a,, . . . . aLdr and ti+,, . . . . ti+Ld,r+d, and aLd,<+, # 
ti+L~,l,fd+l. 
To determine whether a match with Q k differences occurs between the pattern 
and the text starting at tj+ , , one needs only to compute the values of Ld,C, where e 
and d satisfy e < k and IdI < e. To see this, we note that e d k is obvious. The initial 
values D,,j and D,,, together with Lemma 1 guarantee that all D,, j on diagonal d 
are 2 IdI and therefore given a number of differences e we need only values of L,, 
where IdI d e. 
If one of the L,, (IdI 6 e < k) equals m, we conclude that an occurrence of the 
pattern with at most k differences starts at t, + i . If for every diagonal d, IdI <k, Ld.k 
(is defined and) is less than m then we conclude that any correspondence of the 
pattern and the text starting at ti+, must have at least k + 1 differences. 
Now we derive a recursion for the quantities L,, in terms of the neighboring 
diagonal quantities L,- l,p _ , , L,, L,e _ 1. We note that D,,j on diagonal d is assigned 
a value z e only if all the following occur: 
(a) eitherD,_,,j-i>,eorD,-,,j+lLe-l anda,#ti+j, 
(b) the element D,,j- i be - 1 (this element is on the diagonal “below” d), 
(c) the element D,- ,, j 2 e - 1 (this element is on the diagonal “above” d). 
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It is now easy to see that if 
row=maxC&,r-l + l), (JL~,~-~)~ (Ld+l,r-l+ l)l, 
h**=max(h*:~,,,+,=t~+,+,,,+, for ldh<h*) where h**=O by default, 
Ld,p = min(row + A**, m). 
These observations yield the following procedure CHECK - 2 for computing the 
L,,‘s (ld( d e <k) which proceeds by incrementing e. 
Procedure CHECK - 2 
[ 1 ] Initialization 
ford:= -(k+l) to (k+l)do 
L,,,,,-, := --co 
if d<O 
then L, ,d, _ 1 := IdI - 1 
else LdlJ, _, := - 1 
od 
[2] fore:=Otokdo 
for d:= -e to e do 
C31 row :=maxC(Ld,e-l + I), Wd-l,~~l)~ (Ld+l,e-l + 1)l 
row := min(row, m) 
(Goal of instruction [4]: Read just enought additional text to force e + 1 dif- 
ferences on diagonal d, or reach the end of the pattern or the text, whichever 
comes first.) 
[4] while row<m and i+row+d<n and arow+l=fi+row+l+ddo 
row :=row+ 1 
od 
[S] L,, := row 
[6] if Ld,e=m 
then print* An occurrence with <k differences of the pattern starts at ti+ i* 
od 
od 
Remark. The values in the Initialization step are fictitious, but lead to proper 
initialization of the L,, values on the boundaries of the matrix. 
Correctness of procedure CHECK - 2. One need only check that the 
initialization values are correct, since the recursion to compute L,, is essentially 
that given above. Let e = 0 and d = 0. Consider the computation of L,,,. Instruction 
3 starts by initializing row to 0. Instructions 4 and 5 find that a,, . . . . aL0 o is equal to 
ti+I,...,ti+lo.oanda,,+,fti+LO,O+I. Therefore L,,0 gets its correct value. To finish 
the base of the induction we note that for d # 0, L, ,d, _, and L,,,, _ Z get correct 
values in the Initialization. 
Complexity analysis of CHECK - 2. For each iteration i of the text-analysis, 
CHECK - 2 computes L,, for the 2k + 1 diagonal values -k < d< k. For each 
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diagonal d, the variable row can take at most nz different values (even as r varies in 
the course of the algorithm). Therefore, each application of CHECK - 2 takes 
O(mk) steps, and the whole text-analysis algorithm runs in time O(nmk). 
2.3. The Ne\v Procedure CHECK - 3 
The main idea of our speedup is to decrease the time spent in instruction [4] of 
CHECK - 2. That step detects a longest exact match of a substring of the pattern 
starting at a given point with a substring of the text starting at a given point. We 
will show that one can sometimes skip or shorten this step by saving information 
from earlier stages of CHECK - 2 concerning such matches. In order to effectively 
use this information, we must store a table MAX-LENGTH of maximum matches 
between substrings of the pattern starting at different positions. Such an idea 
appeared in Knuth, Morris, and Pratt [KMP-771. 
Now we explain the idea in more detail. Consider iteration i. The procedure 
CHECK - 3 consists of two stages. All the novel ideas are in the first stage. By the 
end of iteration i- 1 the following has been computed. For each location 
x = 1, 2, . ..( i in the text, we have computed the longest prefix of t,Y, t,, ,, . . . that can 
be matched with a prefix of the pattern in at most k differences. Let t,, t,+ , , . . . . tit.rj 
be this prefix oft,, tr+,, . . . . Let j be the maximum over j( 1 ), j(2), . . . . j(i). That is, j 
is the rightmost location of the text which has been reached in a previous iteration. 
Denote by r the earliest iteration in which location j was reached. (Observe that 
r = r(i) and j =j(r).) The first stage analyzes the number of differences between 
t;+,, f;+2, “., tj and a prefix of the pattern. If the first stage exposes k + 1 differen- 
ces, we proceed to the next iteration. Otherwise, in the second stage we search 
beyond location j in the text in a similar fashion to the procedure CHECK - 2. 
We explain how the relevant information from the previous iterations of the text- 
analysis is maintained. We defined t, to be the rightmost symbol in the text that was 
reached at an iteration prior to i and r to be the earliest iteration at which we 
reached t,, 0 < r < i. At iteration r we found a correspondence between some prefix 
of the pattern and t,, ,, . . . . ti with at most k + 1 differences. (Specifically, if an 
occurrence was found then the number of differences is at most k. If not, then in 
addition to finding that there is no occurrence, iteration r also finds a correspon- 
dence with exactly k + 1 differences). This correspondence also gives a correspon- 
dence with at most k + 1 differences between some suffix of this prefix of the pattern 
and ti + , , . . . . tj. (We call this s&ix of prefix of the pattern the subpattern.) There are 
at least j - i-k - 1 symbols of t, + r , . . . . t, that have a match in the subpattern. All 
the symbols of ti + , , . . . . tj that have contiguous matches in this correspondence form 
at most k + 1 (contiguous) substrings. (That is, before the first difference, between 
the first and second differences, and finally between the kth and the k + 1st dif- 
ference. See also the example below.) For each such substring we know its 
corresponding substring in the pattern. Suppose a substring of the text t, + r, . . . . t, +, 
matches a substring of the pattern a,. + , , . . . . a,.+/ and t, +f+, #a,. + /+ r , we denote 
this by the triple (p, c, f). There ar at most k + 1 symbols in ‘ti+ , , . . . . ti which do 
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not have matching symbol in the subpattern. We denote each such symbol f,,+ i by 
the triple (h, 0,O). The correspondence between ti+ , , . . . . t, and the subpattern can 
be described by a sequence of such triples. In such sequence there are at most 
2k + 2 triples. We denote the sequence by S,,,. 
EXAMPLE. Let the text t,,, . . . . t,, be abaaacddacdcac, and the pattern prefix 
al, . . . . a,3 be aaaaeddcdcbab, and i= 20 and the number of differences k = 4. 
Suppose r = 16 and j = 30. The correspondence 
1 234567 8 9 10111213 
pattern = a aaaedd cdcbab 
text=abaaacddacdc ac 
171819202122232425262728 2930 
gives live differences. It can be easily checked that a correspondence with fewer 
differences is impossible. The subpattern is a4, . . . . a13, and Sz,,3,, is ((20, 3, l), 
(21, 0, 0), (22, 5, 2), (24, 0, 0), (25, 7, 3), (28, 11, l), and (29, 0, 0)). (Note that the 
positions of t i,, . . . . t,, that formed (in this case exactly) k + 1 = 5 contiguous sub- 
strings of matches between the text and the pattern were [17], [19, 20, 213, 
[23, 241, [26,27,28], and [29].) 
Now we describe CHECK - 3 verbally. The main difference between 
CHECK - 2 and CHECK - 3 is in instruction 4. CHECK - 3 has a new instruc- 
tion 4.new added which represents the first stage of CHECK - 3, which attempts to 
skip the second stage which is the default instruction 4.old which duplicates instruc- 
tion 4 of CHECK - 2. The while loop of instruction 4.new looks for the longest 
exact match of a text substring starting ti+ Tow +d+ i with a pattern substring starting 
from arow + 1 y provided this text substring does not extend past tj, using information 
from previous iterations. We explain how it looks for the maximum w such that 
a row + 1 7 ...? a nxv + n’ equals ti+ row+d+l, ...Y t. r+row+d+w. Suppose that according to S, j 
the substring fi+row+d+,, . . . . tj+,,,+d+fmatches a,,,, . . . . a,+,-for some index c of 
the pattern and some integer f k 0. We can find c and f using the fact that for each 
t,,+, (i<h<j) there exists a triple (pl,c,,f,) in Sijsuch thatp,<h<p,+f,. (In 
this case we say that (p,, cl, fi) covers th+ 1 ). For the computation of w we start 
with w = 0 and consider the following cases: 
Case a. f=O. 
Case a1. fr+row+d+l #arow+l. Hence, we finished the computation of w (it is 
assigned its present value). 
Case a2. t. r+row+d+l=arow+~. Therefore, we assign row := row + 1, add 1 to 
w, and start the case analysis over. 
Case b. f> 1. MAX-LENGTH(c, row) gives the maximal number g such that 
a,, ,, . . . . a,., g equals arow+ ,, . . . . arow+g. 
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Case bl. f#g. It is easy to see that here I,+~~~+~+ ,,..., t,+row+d+m ,“,, ;R)= 
arow + , 3 . . . . ~,~+~i~(t,~) and fr+row+~+min(,/,R)+~ +G,~+~~~(.L,)+I- Therefore, 
we finish the computation of w by assigning w := w + min(f, g). 
Case b2. f= g. This implies fi+row+d+lr . . . . fr+row+d+f=arow+l, . . . . Q,,,+~ 
but does not reveal whether tj + Tow + d+ /+ 1 equals arow + /+ I or not. Therefore, 
we assign row := row +f,‘add f to w, and again apply the present case analysis 
accumulating this “jump” over .f symbols into w. 
If i+ row + d + 1 > j occurs, we halt and proceed on to stage 4.old. 
A high-level version of the resulting Procedure CHECK - 3 is as follows. 
Procedure CHECK - 3 
begin 
[ 1 ] Initialization 
ford:=-(k+l)to(k+l)do 
L, ,d, ~ 2 := - co 
if d<O 
then L, ,d, ~, := IdI - 1 
else L d,p/-1 := -1 
od 
[2] for e :=0 to k do 
for d:= -e toe do 
[31 row := maxC(L,,- 1 + I), (Ldp l,e- 1)Y (Ld+ I+ 1 + I)1 
[4.new] while i + row + d + 1 < j do 
(Si,i gives the details of an approximate match between the subpattern 
and the text from position i through position j, which is the end of the text 
prefix that has been read so far. Goal of instruction [4.new]: Extract just 
enough information from Si, j to force e + 1 differences on diagonal d, or 
reach position j.) 
[4.new.l] take from S,,j the triple that “covers” ti+ Iow + d+, . Derive from 
this triple the indices c, f such that ti+ row+d+, , . . . . fi+row+d+,-= 
a,.+,, -, a,.+f (fi+row+d+/+l +a,.+f+l) 
C4.new.21 iif = 0 
then (*case a*) 
C4.new.31 if ti+row+d+I +arow+l 
then (*case al*) 
go to 5 
else ( *case a2* ) 
row := row + 1 
else ( *case b*) 
C4.new.41 if f# MAX-LENGTH (c, row) 
then (*case bl*) 
row := row + min(f, MAX-LENGTH(c, row)) 
go to 5 
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else (*case b2*) 
row := row + f 
od 
(Goal of instruction [4.old]: Read just enought additional text to force e + 1 
differences on diagonal d, or reach the end of the pattern or the text, 
whichever comes first.) 
[Cold] while row<m and i+row+d<n and arow+,=ti+row+l+ddo 
row:=row+l 
od 
[S] L,, := row 
[6] if Ldr=m 
then printi An occurence with G k differences of the pattern starts at ti+ , * 
od 
od 
[I] If new symbols of the text were reached, reconstruct a new Si,j. 
end 
To obtain a complete algorithm, we must explain how to do instructions 
[4.new.l] and [I] which were not fully specified in the description above. 
Instruction 4.new.l. We find the triple of Si,j that covers ti+row+d+ i, each time 
this instruction is performed as follows. For each diagonal d the values of 
i+ row + d + 1 increase monotonically each time instruction 4.new.l is performed. 
Therefore, looking up for the triple that covers ti+row+d+ I involves monotonic 
advancement through the triples of Si,j. 
Instruction 7. At the end of each iteration i if at least one new symbol of the 
text was reached we have to create a new sequence of triples instead of S, j. We do 
it as follows. If tr is the rightmost symbol of the text that was reached in such an 
iteration then denote the new sequence Si,J. In order to compute Si,J we find for 
each ha e, in the course of the computation, a sequence T(d, e) of such triples that 
“realizes” I= L,, in the sense that it describes a match of ti+l, ti+2, . . . . ti+,+d with 
a,, . . . . al that has exactly e differences. At any given time we will maintain at most 
2k + 1 such lists (for the current and previous value of e) and they will occupy 
U(k*) space. At the beginning of each iteration i, each T(d, e) is empty. We again 
use the fact that initially (at instruction 3) row is the maximum among L,- ,+- 1, 
L + I + 1, and L+ I,s-I + 1 and finally (at instruction 5) is L,,. Assume that we 
know the sequences of the predecessors of L,, (namely, T(d - 1, e - l), T(d, e - l), 
and T(d+ 1, e - 1)). We get the sequence of L&T(d, e)) by adding triples to the 
end of the sequence of the predecessor that gives the maximum in initializing row. 
Let r, be the initial value of row. If rl got its value from L,- I+ i (or L,,- i) then 
we first add the triple (i + rl + d- 1, 0,O). (Meaning that for ti+rl +d, there is no 
corresponding symbol in the pattern.) Following instruction 5, if L,, > r,, we next 
add the triple (i+r,+d,r,, L,,- rl). This is done regardless of whether the source 
of rl was Ld-l,e--L or L,,-, or L,+,,,- ,. (This triple describes the match between 
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substrings of the pattern and the text that was found during the computation of L,,, 
given L- I.r I 3 4, , 3 and -L+ I.c , .) At the end of iteration i we check which of 
the 2k+ 1 sequences reached the rightmost symbol of the text. If the index of this 
symbol is greater than j (Ldr + d+ i> j), then we take its sequence to be the new 
S, j and L,, + d + i to be the new j. 
Correctness of procedure CHECK - 3. This follows by induction on the 
iteration number. We show that at each iteration i we find whether there is an 
occurrence of the pattern in the text with at most k differences. The first iteration is 
the same as the first iteration in CHECK - 2. Also instruction 7 of the first iteration 
computes So,, properly. Suppose each iteration x = 1, 2, . . . . i - 1 found whether 
there is an occurrence with at most k differences starting at t,, , and if necessary 
computed a new S, j. The inductive hypothesis guarantees that iteration i has the 
required input. The above verbal description explains why iteration i will find 
whether an occurrence of the pattern with at most k differences starts at t,+ , . 
Instruction 7 computes S, j if necessary. 
Complexity analysis qf CHECK - 3. We claim that each iteration of Procedure 
CHECK - 3 runs in O(k2) steps using O(k2) storage, so that the whole text- 
analysis requires O(nk’) steps. 
The instruction [4.old] (where row is increased by one at a time without using 
S, j and MAX-LENGTH) is employed each time we move to a new symbol of the 
text. We maintain O(k) diagonals and may need to compare the new symbol for 
each of them, for O(k) time in instruction [Cold] in CHECK - 3. 
In order to evaluate the number of steps that are required instruction [4.new], 
we again use the fact that O(k) diagonals are computed, in each iteration. The 
sequence S,,i has at most 2k + 2 triples. We can charge each operation performed 
on any one of the diagonals to either a difference being discovered (there are 
<k + 1 such differences), or to a triple of S, j being examined (there are < 2k + 2 
triples). This amounts to O(k) operations per diagonal and O(k’) per iteration. 
Finally instruction [7] takes O(k2) steps in all, in the process of computing all 
the r(d, e), because the new T(d, e)‘s are created by adding triples to old T(d, e)‘s, 
and only O(k2) triples are added in all. This proves the claim, completing the 
complexity analysis. 
3. STRING MATCHING WITH k DiffemICes-PATTERN-ANALYSIS (FIRST VERSION) 
The input to the pattern-analysis is the pattern, which is given as an array 
A=ul, . . . . a,,,. The output of the pattern-analysis is a two-dimensional array 
MAX-LENGTHCO, . . . . m - 1; 0, . . . . m - 11. MAX-LENGTH( i, j) =f means that 
a,+,, . . . . ai+f=uj+l, . . . . a,+,-, and a,+/+ i #a,+,f+l. In words, consider laying the 
suffix of the pattern starting at a,+, over the suffix of the pattern starting at a, + 1. 
MAX-LENGTH(i, j) is the length of the longest exact match of prefixes of these 
two suffixes. 
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The following procedure MAX-LENGTH computes this array by a simple recur- 
sion. Define the pair (i, j), 0 < i, j < m - 1, to be on diagonal d ifj- i = d where the 
possible values of d are - (m - 1) < d 6 m - 1. We compute each diagonal d of 
MAX-LENGTH separately. Below, we give the algorithm for any diagonal d, 
0 < d < m - 1. The algorithm for diagonals d where - (m - 1) < d < 0 is similar. 





MAX-LENGTH(m- 1 -d, m- 1) := 1 if a,,-,=a, 
MAX-LENGTH(m - I- d, m - 1) := 0 otherwise 
od 
ford:=Otom-1 do 
for i:=m-2-d to 0 do 
if”i+l=ui+d+l 
then MAX-LENGTH(& i + d) := 1 + MAX-LENGTH(I’+ 1, i + d+ 1) 




Complexity analysis. The number of operations performed by the algorithm for 
each diagonal is proportional to the number of pairs on the diagonal. Therefore, 
the total number of operations performed by the algorithms for all diagonals is 
proportional to the total number of pairs, which is O(m’). 
4. STRING MATCHING WITH k DIFFERENCES (SECOND VERSION) 
We obtain an improved pattern-analysis procedure by computing a suffix tree 
instead of the table MAX-LENGTH. At the end of this section we describe how the 
information in the suflix tree can be used directly in the text-analysis algorithm in 
place of the table MAX-LENGTH. 
The input to the suffix tree algorithm is a pattern concatenated with a special 
symbol $, which does not appear elsewhere in the pattern (a,, . . . . a,%). 
We define the suffi,u tree of the pattern as follows: 
(1) All the edges of the tree are directed away from the root. The out-degree 
of each node of the tree is either zero (if the node is a leaf) or 2 2. 
(2) Each edge of the tree corresponds to some (contiguous) substring of the 
pattern ai, ai+ 1, . . . . a/, where 1 < i < j < m. The substrings of two sibling edges 
(edges emanating from the same vertex of the tree) cannot have identical 
(nonempty) prefixes. For each node v of the tree there is a directed path from the 
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root to v. Concatenating all substrings that correspond to edges along this path 
yields a string which corresponds to v. 
(3) The tree has m leaves, each corresponding to a different suflix of the 
pattern 
Up to isomorphism (of graphs) there is only one suffix tree for a given pattern. 
EXAMPLE. Given the pattern abah$ the suffix tree is as shown in Fig. la. 
The output of the procedure PATTERN-ANALYSIS will be the suffix tree of the 
pattern (Fig. lb), in which each node v of the tree (besides the root) has (1) a poin- 
ter to its father (the node on the other side of its single incoming edge in the tree); 
(2) LENGTH(V)-the number of characters in the string that corresponds to the 
path from the root to v. (Note that the number of characters in the string that 
corresponds to the path from the root to a leaf readily implies which suffix 
corresponds to this leaf.) We compute the sufhx tree using the algorithm of Weiner 
[W-73]. 
Complexity analysis of procedure PATTERN-ANALYSIS. We refer the reader 
to Weiner [W-73] for computation of the suffix tree in O(m) time when the size of 
the alphabet is fixed. If the alphabet of the pattern contains x letters then it is easy 
to adapt the algorithm of [W-73] and the whole pattern-analysis to run in time 
O(m log x). In both cases the space requirement of the pattern-analysis is O(m). 
(The reader is also referred to Chen and Seiferas [CS-851 for a lucid presentation 
of the algorithm of [W-73].) 
Modified text-analysis procedure CHECK - 4. It remains to describe how the 
text-analysis procedure CHECK - 3 must be modified to use the output of 
PATTERN-ANALYSIS. We call the modified procedure CHECK - 4. The array 
MAX-LENGTH that was used in CHECK - 3 had the following information. 
MAX-LENGTH(i, j) = f meant that ai+ ,, . . . . ai+r is equal to uj+ ,, . . . . a,,, and 
(a) 
FIG. 1. (a) The sullix tree. (b) The output of the PATTERN-ANALYSIS. 
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ai+f+I+uj+/+l~ The idea now is to consider each request for MAX- 
LENGTH(i, j) to be a query that has to be satisfied. So, it remains to show how to 
satisfy the query MAX-LENGTH(i, j) using the output of procedure PATTERN- 
ANALYSIS. Let LCA, j be the lowest common ancestor (in short LCA of the leaves 
corresponding to the suffixes ai+ 1, . . . . a,,, and uj+ r, . . . . a, in the suffix tree. The 
desired MAX-LENGTH(i, j) is simply LENGTH(LCA, j). Thus, the problem of 
computing the query MAX-LENGTH(i,j) is reduced to finding LCA,j. We use the 
algorithm of Hare1 and Tarjan [HT-841 (or the simpler algorithm of Scheiber and 
Vishkin [SV-881) for the purpose of computing all the queries that arise 
throughout the modified text-analysis algorithm CHECK - 4. 
Complexity analysis of CHECK -4. Each query of the form MAX- 
LENGTH(i, j) requires O( 1) time in the first version of the algorithm. Since the 
analysis of the text took there O(nk’) time, only O(nk*) such queries may arise 
throughout the text-analysis. Using the classification of Hare1 and Tarjan [HT-841, 
we are interested in the static lowest common ancestors problem, where the tree is 
static but the queries for the lowest common ancestors of pairs of vertices are given 
on line. That is, each query must be answered before the next one is known. The 
suflix tree that is the output of the pattern-analysis has O(m) nodes. The algorithm 
of [HT-841 proceeds as follows. It preprocesses the suffix tree in O(m) time and 
O(m) space. Then, given an LCA query it responds in O( 1) time. Applying their 
algorithm clearly yields O(nk*) time. Beyond MAX-LENGTH, the additional space 
requirements of CHECK- 3 is O(k). Therefore, we need O(m + k)= O(m) space 
for the text-analysis of CHECK - 4. 
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